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ABSTRACT

DESIGN OF INTERNAL SUPPORT STRUCTURES FOR AN

INFLATABLE LUNAR HABITAT

NASA has a long range goal of constructing a fully equipped, manned lunar

outpost on the near side of the moon by the year 2015 [1]. The proposed outpost includes

an inflatable lunar habitat to support crews during missions longer than 12 months. This

report presents a design for the internal support structures of the inflatable habitat. The

design solution includes material selection, substructure design, assembly plan

development, and concept scale model construction.

The report discusses alternate designs and design solutions for each component of

the design. Alternate materials include aluminum, titanium, and reinforced polymers.

Vertical support alternates include column systems, truss systems, suspension systems,

and lunar lander supports. Horizontal alternates include beams, trusses, floor/truss

systems, and expandable trusses. Feasibility studies on each alternate showed that truss

systems and expandable trusses were the most feasible candidates for conceptual design.

The team based the designs on the properties of 7075 T73 aluminum. The substructure

assembly plan, minimizes assembly time and allows crews to construct the habitat without

the use of EVA suits.

In addition to the design solutions, the report gives conclusions and

recommendations for further study of the inflatable habitat design.

KEY WORDS: EXPANDABLE TRUSS, TRUSS SYSTEM, INFLATABLE

HABITAT, INTERNAL SUPPORT STRUCTURE
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INTRODUCTION

The Universities Space Research Association (USRA) is a consortium of

universities established by the National Academy of Sciences. In conjunction with the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), USRA sponsors university

design projects nationwide. Through the Mechanical Engineering Design Projects Program

at The University of Texas at Austin, NASA and USRA have suggested several design

projects for the lunar missions. Projects for the Fall semester 1990 include designs of

lunar mining equipment, a de-orbiting vehicle, and internal support structures for an

inflatable habitat.

The objective of this project is to design internal support structures for the inflatable

habitat. This report includes background information on the lunar mission, alternate

designs for the internal support structure, a feasibility study, and design solutions for each

component of the design. Also included are conclusions and recommendations for further

study of the inflatable habitat.

1.1 Background Information

NASA has a long range goal of constructing a fully equipped, manned lunar

outpost on the near side of the moon by the year 2015 [1]. The proposed outpost includes

landing pads, an oxygen pilot plant, oxygen storage tanks, and the inflatable habitat.

Figure 1 shows the proposed layout of the lunar outpost [6]. The lunar outpost mission is

comprised of three phases: emplacement, consolidation, and utilization. The emplacement

phase, to be completed by the year 2003, places a habitat with one year life support

capabilities on the moon. Along with the initial habitat, the emplacement phase delivers
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Figure I. Proposed lunar out'post [6].
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laboratories,airlocks,and any required support systems. An expanded habitat, constructed

during the consolidation phase, is scheduled to be completed by the year 2010 [1]. The

expanded habitat contains crew quarters, science laboratories, medical facilities, and other

facilities necessary for long duration missions [5]. The final phase, utilization, is the phase

in which crew members conduct experiments on the moon.

One of the primary design concerns during background research was the effect of

the lunar environment on humans and structures. NASA has been studying the moon's

environment for several years. During their studies, they found that radiation and extreme

temperatures pose a serious threat to human life as well as potential damage to structural

materials [4]. Tests on lunar soil, called regolith, showed that covering habitats with the

soil provides adequate protection from radiation and thermal effects [2]. Prior to initiation

of the emplacement phase, work crews will excavate the lunar surface to provide a site for

the initial habitat. The excavation process can provide some of the regolith necessary to

cover the habitat.

Construction of the expanded habitat will begin at the conclusion of the

emplacement phase. The habitat houses larger crews for longer duration missions than the

habitat of the emplacement phase. NASA considered several alternate structures for the

habitat during their initial studies. Structures considered include Space Station Freedom-

derived modules, heavy-lift launch vehicle diameter modules, prefabricated large diameter

cylinders, and inflatables [1]. Inflatable structures consist of an outer shell, which acts as a

pressure boundary, and internal structures, which provide support for floors and wails.

Because of their low weight-to-volume ratio, inflatable structures are especially useful in

space applications. In addition to being lightweight, inflatable structures offer the

advantage of being deflatable. Existing vehicles, such as the space shuttle, can transport

the compact deflated structures into space. Due to weight, space, and fuel considerations,

an inflatable structure can be transported at a lower cost than a prefabricated structure. For



these reasons,NASA chose inflatable structures as the most feasible solution for

conceptualdesign[5].

Figure 2 showsthe habitat layout proposedin NASA's 90 Day Study [1]. To

guardagainstradiation,thehabitatlies partiallyunderground.When inflated, thehabitat

shell supportsthe weight of the theprotectiveregolith layer [3]. At leasttwo airlocks

connect to the spherical structure for accessto and from the lunar surface. The

undergroundpositionof thehabitatenablescrewmembersto enterthroughtheairlocks,

locatedon thecentrallevel [1].

1.2 Project Requirements

After studying the proposed lunar habitat and background information, the team

identified several project requirements. The first project requirement was the development

of substructure designs that satisfy the spatial and equipment layout concepts.

Substructures include vertical supports, horizontal supports, and structural connections.

During the design of the substructures, the team investigated several construction materials.

The next requirement was development of an assembly plan for constructing the

substructures. The assembly plan includes investigation of equipment to aid in habitat

construction and investigation of assembly sequences. Finally, the team constructed a

concept scale model of the substructures to demonstrate feasibility. Site preparation,

airlock design, inflatable shell design, interior wall design, and foundation design were not

included in the project requirements.
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1.3 Design Criteria

To satisfy the project requirements, the project team identified several design criteria

for evaluating alternate designs:

1.3.1 Material Considerations

°

.

o

°

Material mass and volume must be minimized to reduce transportation

costs.

Material packages must fit within the cargo areas of existing transporting
vehicle.

The material must withstand structural loading without yielding in tension,

compression, or shear.

Material not inside the protected habitat environment must withstand

exposure to radiation and extreme temperature fluctuations.

1.3.2 Structural Considerations

.

°

°

°

5.

°

°

The structure must be designed to provide a safety factor of four on load-

bearing members [2].

The structure should be adaptable to various inflatable habitat geometries
and sizes.

The support structures should accommodate all piping and ventilation

systems (fire protection, waste, power, water, etc.). For example, the
structure should provide adequate space and strength for the placement of
ventilation ducts throughout the habitat.

The design must provide structural redundancy in case of collapse.

Each level of the structure must be able to support 20.83 Ibf/ft 2 moon load

for experimental areas and 8.33 lbf/ft 2 moon load for living areas [3].

The platforms must accommodate various living and equipment
arrangements.

Assembly and disassembly time on the lunar surface must be minimized.

6



1.3.3 Maintenance Considerations

° Repair time must be minimized and repair must be accomplished on the
lunar surface.

The team chose to design the internal support structure system with emphasis on

maximizing use of available space, minimizing structural weight, and minimizing structure

assembly time.

1.4 Proposed Design Methodology

In order to fulfill the project requirements, the team selected a six step design

methodology. The first step in the design process was problem definition. Problem

definition includes identification of project requirements, design criteria, and scope and

limitations. Upon completion of problem definition, a literature review began. Review of

previous design reports and joumals took place during the literature review. The next step

of the design process involved the creation of alternate design solutions. The team created

alternate design solutions, and then performed a feasibility study on each design solution.

The design criteria, developed earlier, provided a basis for evaluation of the alternate

designs. Employing a decision matrix, which includes the design criteria, allowed efficient

comparison of the alternates while choosing the most feasible design. Creation of a

detailed design solution followed the feasibility study. Finally, as a demonstration of

feasibility, the team constructed a concept scale model of the completed internal support

structure of the lunar habitat.

7



ALTERNATE DESIGNS

2.1 Introduction

After identifying the project requirements, the team divided the design project into

three components. The components include support structures, assembly methods, and

materials. Before beginning the alternate designs for each component, the team chose a

diameter for the habitat. To satisfy spatial requirements, the minimum feasible sphere

diameter for is 10 m [1]. To determine the maximum sphere diameter, the team used the

shuttle cargo bay dimensions as a limiting factor. The cargo bay is 18.3 m (60 feet) long

and 4.6 m (15 foot) in diameter [3]. Using a the diameter of a pre-assembled core as a

maximum material package dimension, the team determined that 16 m is the maximum

diameter sphere that can fit in the shuttle cargo bay. These dimensions allow a 2 m

clearance between the sphere and the cargo bay wall. NASA engineers provided concept

layouts and load requirements for a 16 m sphere [1]. With approximately 2.6 m between

each level, the 16 m sphere allows space for five levels. This section describes alternates

for each of the support components, assuming a sphere diameter of 16 meters.

2.2 Support Structures

Support structures must support all static and dynamic loads placed on the

structure. In the event of a vehicle landing in close proximity, the habitat may undergo

dynamic loading. Because vehicles will land near the habitat only in cases of emergency,

the team assumed static loads for the structure. To fulfill the design criteria for support

structures, the team divided the support structures into three components. The components

i

i
I
I
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include vertical supports, horizontal supports, and structural connections. Each support

component, as well as advantages and disadvantages, is discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Vertical Supports

The vertical supports must carry all vertical loads within the inflatable structure.

Loads to be supported include equipment, housing facilities, various support systems

(piping, air ducts, etc.), and crew members. Load estimates show that the floors must

support 20.8 lbs/ft 2 moon load in experimental areas and 8.33 lbs/ft 2 moon load in living

areas [1]. The team developed six alternate designs to support the vertical loads. Alternate

designs include arches, lunar lander supports, suspension systems, truss systems, multi-

level support columns, and individual floors. Each of the alternates, as described below,

provides space in the central area of the habitat for transportation between levels.

2.2.1.1 Arches. The first alternate uses arches to support vertical loads.

Figure 3 shows the arch arrangement. A number of arches support each level of the

habitat. Preliminary calculations show that each level requires at least eight arches to

provide adequate support. Appendix B3 contains the preliminary support calculations.

Because of space limitations on the first and fifth floors, columns, rather than arches,

support these levels have. To transfer vertical loads to the external support frame, the

internal supports contact the inflatable shell through reinforced areas, called hard points. In

the arch design, the lower half of the inflatable shell contains the hard points. The external

frame supports the central columns formed by the arrangement of the arches as well as the

perimeter columns.

9
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Level I

Figure 3. Cross sectional view of the arch design.

The arch design provides several structural advantages. The use of arches, aligned

to transfer force to the external supports, minimizes the number of hard points needed on

the inflatable shell. Because the arches transfer loads through the columns to the external

foundation, the structure only requires hard points at the bottom level. By minimizing the

number of hard points, arches reduce the risk of damage to the inflatable shell. Other

advantages of arches include simplicity of design and operation. Arches transfer all applied

10



loadsto thecolumns,eliminating the needfor additional supportsat the centersections.

Becauseof theforcetransfermechanism,archesarewidely usedstructuralmembersthat

providesoundsupportfor variousstructuralconfigurations[11].

Although the archesprovide many advantages,they also have disadvantages.

Becausethearchesof eachleveldependon thearchesbelow for support,thedesignallows

for potentialseriesfailure. If thefirst level of the structurefails, the entirestructurewill

collapse. Another consequenceof the dependenceof the floors is the needfor larger

membersat thebottomof thestructure.Becausethearchesatthe lower levelsof thehabitat

supportmoreweight thanthearchesof the toplevels,archcolumndiameterincreasesas

thedistancefrom thetopof the inflatableshell increases.In additionto beingstructurally

dependent,archesarevoluminous comparedto other structuralmembers. The arches

cannotbeshapedto conformto thesphericalstructure. Finally, to transportthearchesto

the moon, theymust bedivided into sections.Dividing the archescreatesmoreparts to

assembleoncetheyareon themoon,which increasesassemblytime.

2.2.1.2 Lunar Lander Supports. Previous design teams suggested several

designs for lunar landers. In one design, the lander carries the deflated habitat in a cargo

bay located on the lander platform [12]. The craft has excavating machinery attached, and

when it lands, the attachments excavate regolith from beneath. When enough regolith is

removed,the sphere inflates. The lander, with the cargo and engines removed, provides

structural support for the above-ground levels of the habitat. The lander legs support the

floors of the habitat through hard points on the inflatable shell. Columns connected to the

external frame provide support for the below-ground levels. Figure 4 shows the lander-

habitat configuration.

11
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Figure 4. Cross sectional view of the lunar lander supports.

There are several advantages to using the lander for structural support of the habitat.

The design reduces costs by providing multiple uses for the lunar lander parts. The lander

transports cargo, excavates the site, and supports habitat structures. Positioning the lander

platform above the habitat provides radiation protection for the inflatable structure. Unlike
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the archalternate,the lunar landerprovidesstructuralindependence.If oneof thefloors

fail, the other floors will supportthesystem. Finally, becausethe supportcolumns are

exteriorto thehabitat,maximumspaceis availablewithin thehabitat.

Thenumberof hardpointsrequiredfor the landersupportsis onedisadvantageof

thedesign. Eachconnectionto thelanderlegsrequiresa hardpoint on theinflatableshell.

Although the landerdesignprovidestructuralindependence,the angledsupportsof the

structureareinefficient comparedto perpendicularmembers.Angledmembersaremore

susceptibleto failure becauseof the loaddistribution. Anotherdisadvantageto usingthe

landerfor supportis therequiredsitepreparation.Much like constructiononearth,thesoil

supportingthehabitatmustbecompacted.Becauseof thesupportsextendinghorizontally

from the habitat,this designalsorequiresthat the soil aroundthehabitatbecompacted.

Therequiredsitepreparationincreasesassemblytime of thehabitat. Thelimited working

spaceunder the landerandthe complexity of the supportstructuresare two additional

disadvantagesto this design. Finally, becausethe supportsconnectingto the landerare

externalto thehabitat,crewsmustwearEVA suitsto performwork outsidetheprotected

environmentof the habitat. EVA suits inhibit the mobility of the crewwhich increases

assemblytime.

2.2.1.3 Suspension Systems. Unlike other alternatesthat have columns in

the central core area, the suspensionsystemalternatecontainsone continuouscentral

column for vertical support. The floors of the habitatattachto the centralcolumn like

cantileverbeams.At theperimeterof eachlevel,tensionbarsor cablessupportthefloors.

Contactbetweenthecentralcolumnandtheexternalsupportsat thebottomof thehabitat

provides force transfer to the lunar surface. Figure 5 showsthe configuration of the

suspensionsystem.If necessary,additionalsupportcolumnsmaybeplacedexteriorto the

habitatto reducetheloadon thecentralcolumn.

13
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The greatest advantage to using a suspension system is the reduced number of hard

points. Because the system does not require columns connecting to the external frame,

hard points are only necessary at the bottom of the habitat. Other advantages to the

suspension system include minimal size of the members before assembly and maximum

use of available internal space after assembly. A final advantage is that the members of the

structure can be used in various geometrical configurations.

There are several important disadvantages to using the suspension system. Because

of the angle of the members, the tension bars are not in pure tension. The added forces

cause instability in the members that may lead to failure. Another disadvantage is the

structural dependency of the system. If one bar or hanger fails, the entire structure may

fail. Finally, because of the complexity of the structure, crews must have special training

to assemble the system.

2.2,1.4 Truss systems. Trusses around the perimeter of each level provide

vertical support in this alternate design. Much like Walt Disney's Experimental Prototype

Community Of Tomorrow (EPCOT) Center in Florida, the trusses form a spherical

structure [13]. Figure 6 shows the truss configuration. The internal structure only contacts

the inflatable shell at the lowest level of the habitat. Each floor connects from the perimeter

trusses to a column in the center of the habitat.

15
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Figure 6. Cross sectional view of the truss system.

Truss systems offer several advantages in structural applications. The members of

the truss are lightweight and compact compared to columns or beams. The compact size of

the structure minimizes required transportation space, and the lower weight reduces

transportation costs• Because the truss system does not require perimeter columns,

maximum space within the habitat is available, and the number of hard points is minimized.

16



Unlike thepreviousdesigns,thetrusssystemis aprovenconcept.Walt Disney'sEPCOT

Centerprovidesproof thatthetrusssystemworksin asphericalconfiguration[13].

One possibledesignsolution for the truss systemis to usean expandabletruss

system. In this system,sectionsof thetrusssystemarepre-assembledto fold andunfold.

A disadvantageto using the expandablesystemis that the assembledjoints require

attachmentsto lock themin place. The attachmentsincreasethenumberof connections,

increasingassemblytime. A final disadvantageto thetrusssystemis thedependenceof the

trussmemberson eachother.

failure.

2.2.1.5 Multi-level

Failure in onepart of the systemcan lead to catastrophic

Support Columns. In the multi-level support column

alternateconfiguration,columnsprovidevertical supportfor thefloors. Eachsetof eight

columnssupportstwo consecutivefloors. For example,theforcesof floors two andthree

transfer to theexternalsupportthroughthe samecolumns. Figure 7 showsthe column

arrangement.Eight columnson eachfloor, four at theperimeterand four at the center,

provideverticalsupport.Thecontactpointsbetweentheexternalsupportandthecolumns

provideforcetransferto thelunarsurface.

17
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Figure 7. Cross sectional view of the multi-level support columns.

By providing support for multiple levels, this alternate provides structural

independence, reducing the possibility of series failure. The multi-level support design

requires fewer support columns than the other alternates. By limiting the number of

columns required, the design limits the number of parts to be assembled.

18



The possibility of buckling in the columns introduces problems in the multi-level

design. Columns supporting the upper habitat levels must be longer than columns

supporting individual levels. Euler's equation for buckling shows that the length of a

member is inversely proportional to the force the member can support [20]. Therefore,

longer columns require a larger diameter to prevent buckling. The greater size of the

columns is a disadvantage because the columns require more room for transportation and

weigh more than truss members. The size of the columns increases assembly time because

crews need mechanical assistance for lifting. Finally, location of the columns within the

habitat decreases the amount of available space.

2.2.1.6 Independent Levels. Separate columns provide support for each

level of this alternate, providing structural independence. At least four columns arranged

around the center of the habitat transfer force from each level to the external supports at the

bottom of the habitat. Each column extends downward through the lower level floors to

the external supports. Figure 8 shows the arrangement of the central columns. Columns

exterior to the habitat, at the perimeter of each level, support the floor loads. The columns

for above ground floors attach to the frame extending horizontally from the habitat. The

columns for below ground and ground-level floors attach directly to the external frame.

Each exterior column attaches directly to the external frame.
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This design has an advantage over other designs because it limits the possibility of

series failure by providing structural independence.

There are several disadvantages to the independent level design. Like the lunar

lander design, this design requires additional site preparation. Again, the habitat supports

rest on the regolith, requiring that the area be compacted. Also similar to the lander design,

the independent floors require assembly of support members external to the habitat. The

complex arrangement of the columns increases the number of parts required, increasing

assembly time. In addition, the use of columns to support each floor individually requires

hard points on each level in at least four places. Because the columns inside the habitat

must be lengthy in order to support the top levels, potential buckling problems exist.

Finally, the increase in number of assembly parts, size of the parts, and weight of materials

to be transported to the moon, increases the transportation cost.

2.2.2 Horizontal Supports

Horizontal support members support the weight of the floors, equipment and

furniture placed on the floors, and crew members. In addition to supporting these loads,

the horizontal supports transfer loads to the vertical support members. The main design

considerations for the horizontal supports were deflection minimization, buckling

prevention, and bending and shear stress minimization. The team considered five alternates

for the horizontal supports: beams, trusses, expandable trusses, floor/truss systems, and

box girders. This section describes each horizontal alternate.

2.2.2.1 Beams. The first alternate for horizontal supports is beams. On each

level of the habitat, eight beams extend radially from the central core toward the inflatable

shell. Cross beams, connected to each of the radially placed beams, provide additional
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supportfor thefloor systems.Figure9 showstheconfigurationof thebeams.Eachfloor

hasthe samebeamconfiguration. Advantagesof using beamsfor horizontal support

includeminimizing thenumberof membersrequired,maximizingthe spaceavailablefor

floor use,andminimizing floor deflection.Thedisadvantagesof beamsaretheweightand

sizeof membersneededto supportstructuralloads. Becausebeamsmustbelargein order

to supportloads,crewmembersmusthavemechanicalaid to lift theparts.

Inflatable
Shell

Central
Core

16m

Beamsor
Trusses

Figure 9. Horizontal support beam or truss configuration.

2.2.2.2 Trusses. Trusses providing horizontal support extend radially from the

central core in the same fashion as the beams. Figure 9 shows the configuration. Again,

eight trusses connect in a radial configuration with several trusses as cross members.
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Thereareseveraladvantagesto using trussesashorizontal supports. The membersare

smallerthanbeamsandcrewmembersshouldnot needmechanicalassistancefor lifting.

The light weight of themembersreducestransportationcosts.Finally, trussesminimize

floor deflection. Trusssizesdependon the loadsto be supported. Trade-offs in truss

height, truss member diameter, and truss member anglesmust be consideredwhen

designing to specified loads. In order to minimize transportationcosts and maximize

availablespacein thehabitat,theteamdecidedto minimizetrussmembersizeandweight.

As the diameter of the truss membersdecreases,the truss height required to hold a

specified load increases. Following this assumption,the major disadvantageto using

trussesis their heightcomparedto beams.

2.2.2.3 Expandable Trusses. Expandable trussesare trussesthat collapse

for disassemblyandexpandfor assembly.Theexpandablesystemcollapsesandexpands

usingscissor-likeactions. Thejoints in the lxussallow thebarsto fold togetherwhenthe

lower bar is removed. To provide horizontal support,six expandablesectionsconnect

togetherat a centrallocation. During shipping,the structu/'ecollapsesaroundthecenter

connector.For assembly,thesectionsexpandandthelower barholdsthesectionsrigidly

in place. The expandedsectionsconnectto otherexpandedsectionsto form anetworkof

trusses. Figure 10 shows the attachmentof the expandablesections. This design

minimizestherequiredtransportationstoragespace.Anotheradvantageis that thetrusses

arepre-assembled,minimizing assemblytimeon themoon. Finally, theuniform lengthof

thetrussmembersandvarying expandablesectionsizesprovidesadaptabilityto various

geometries.In additionto theheightdisadvantagesof therigid trusssystem,expandables

requiremore connections, When the expandabletrussis positioned,the joints require

attachmentsto lock themin place. Theadditionalattachmentsincreasetheassemblytime.
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Figure 10. Configuration and section views of the expandable trusses.
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2.2.2.4 Floor/Truss Systems. The floor/truss system combines horizontal

support trusses with a floor system. Sections of the floor/truss system connect together in

a network similar to the network of the expandable sections. The network extends radially

outward from the central core toward the inflatable shell. Figure 11 shows the

configuration of the network. This system provides all the advantages and disadvantages

of the trusses. Additional disadvantages of the floor/truss system are the space required for

transportation and the weight of the sections. Because each section contains the horizontal

support members as well as the floors, the sections are heavier than other alternates. A

final difference is that the floor/truss system minimizes assembly time on the moon, while

the truss systems minimizes assembly time on earth.
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Figure 11. Floor/truss system and box girder section configurations.

2.2.2.5 Box Girders. Box girders are similar to the floor/truss system.

Instead of trusses, the floor connects to hollow beams. Figure 11 shows the box girder

configuration. The arrangement of the box girders as floor supports is the same as for the
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floor/trusssystem.Like thefloor/trusssystems,the boxgirdersminimize assemblytime

on themoon,minimizedeflection,andareadaptableto differentconfigurations.Although

there are many similarities between box girders and floor truss systems, the box girder

beams are usuaUy more massive than the truss members.

2.2.3 Structural Connections

The principle function of any structural joint is transferring forces safely between

the members meeting at that joint. If the joints in a structure are weaker than the structural

members, failures will occur at the joints. For this reason, fastening mechanisms are an

integral part of any structural design. Because the behavior of connections depends on

loading conditions, selection of structural connections depends on the type and magnitudes

of the applied loads. Loading possibilities for the habitat support structure included static

and dynamic loading. Loads include shear, tension, compression, fatigue, and vibration.

Engineers who design structures with connections that exhibit higher failure stresses than

the structural members often chose to neglect the effects of the joints on the behavior of the

structure [ 16].

In considering altemate structural connections, the team identified several design

considerations. The considerations include joint strength, connection rigidity, slip

prevention, and joint ductility. Permanence of the joint was also a consideration in

choosing connections. Because the habitat may require disassembly after use, the team

chose not to consider adhesive bonding techniques. Connectors considered as alternates

included pin connections, nut and bolt connections, and weld connections. Included in the

pin connection category were cotter pins and knuckle joints. This section provides

information on typical applications of each connecting mechanism.
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2.2.3.1 Pin Connections. The primary function of structural pins is

transmitting shear forces. Ideally, pins undergo shear loading only. Actually, most pins

experience a combination of bending and shear loading. In many cases, bending and shear

stresses can be simply expressed in terms of the average compressive stresses on the

projected pin area [17]. Exceptions include pins with lengths less than or equal to the

diameter. For these cases, the combined effects of bending and shear should be included in

calculations. Because of the variable behavior of pins undergoing loads, pin design

requires careful consideration of the loads applied. In using pins for structural

connections, designers must take into account the approximations made concerning the

behavior of the joints.

Several types of connections employ pins as fastening devices. Two commonly

used connections are cotter joints and knuckle joints. In applications where simplicity,

assembly time, and disassembly time are important, cotter joints provide structural

integrity. Cotter joints consist of keys, sockets, and shanks. The shank is usually a

cylindrical part and fits into the key to hold the parts in place. Compression of the key and

extensions of the opening in the sockets resist the external force applied along the shank.

Figure 12 shows the cotter pin configuration [17]. Designers can assemble cotter joints for

unstrained or prestressed conditions, depending on the loading. Design considerations

differ for the two conditions. For the unstrained conditions, shear and compression govern

the pin design, crushing and tension govern the socket design, and tensile strength governs

the shaft. Cotter pins provide structural integrity for shear, compression, or tension

loading.
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Figure 12. Section view of a cotter pin joint [17].

Knuckle joints consist of cylindrical pins placed through eyebars to join the

structural members. The primary design consideration for knuckle joints is the strength of

the pin. Loading conditions under which knuckle joints exhibit the greatest strength

include tension, tear-out shear, and local compression due to pin contact. Figure 13 shows

the configuration of the knuckle joint [17]. When loaded, knuckle joints undergo

unavoidable local deformation of the pin and contacting parts. In most cases, designers use

the average compressive stress on the projected area of the pin as a worst case situation.

The maximum bending stress in the knuckle joint pins is located at the extreme fiber while

the maximum shear is at the centerline.
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2.2.3.2 Nut and Bolt Connections. Nuts and bolts are among the most

commonly used structural connections today. Bolts can act in shear, tension, or a

combination of both. In simple joints, designers model bolts as acting in shear only [ 16].

In addition to being used in pure shear, bolts can be used in pure tension. One of the major

design concerns when using bolts in pure tension is slip in the joint. Many designers use

bolts in tension as hangers for air handling units. Bolted connections also prove useful

under combinations of shear and tension loading. Forces carded by the bolts depend on

preload, external force, and the spring constant of the entire joint. In general, bolts can
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tolerate higher clamping forces and exhibit higher strength under shear loading than other

fastening mechanisms [16].

2.2.3.3 Weld Connections. Welding, like nut and bolt fastening, is a popular

connection method. The primary functions of a weld connection are to transfer stress

across a mechanical boundary and to maintain a geometrical relationship between the

various components of a system [17]. Because of structural disassembly concerns, the

team only considered weld connections for members to be assembled before transportation

to the moon. Design considerations for welding include weld strength, stiffness,

deformation, load capability, and economy. Permissible stresses on welded joints depend

on the base metal, weld metal, and type of weld [16]. In general, stresses should be kept at

a minimum because residual stresses in weld connections can approach the yield strength of

the weld material and cause failure.

In order to join two parts, welders must have knowledge of types of welds,

allowable stresses, v;,orking equations, material limitations, and behavior of welded joints.

This required knowledge is a disadvantage in using welds rather than conventional

connection methods. Another problem encountered in welding is distortion. Distortions of

the base metal may result from residual stresses in the material. With proper care in

welding, welders can avoid these stresses. Although weld connections require specialized

labor, they do offer advantages over other connection methods. If the procedure is

performed properly, welds are simpler, more compact, and lighter weight than nuts and

bolts or pins. Welds also avoid complications such as drilled holes and structural framing.

A final advantage to welding is the minimal maintenance required compared to other

fasteners.
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2.3 Assembly Methods

Like structural connections, assembly methods are dependent upon the alternates

chosen for horizontal and vertical supports. The assembly method also depends on the

type of connections chosen. Due to time constraints, the team decided to design the

structure assuming that humans, not robots will construct the habitat. Because the habitat

will be constructed manually, the team emphasized simplicity of assembly methods and

connections. Additionally, providing simple connections allows crews to work in EVA

suits. In the event of pressure loss, the crew wear suits to repair the structure. This

section describes possibilities for assembly methods including a crane, a pulley-rail system,

elevators, and a conveyor belt.

2.3.1 Crane

Attaching a crane to the top of the central core allows crew members to lift and hold

structural members in place. The crane rotates around the core enabling assembly of the

various levels. Figure 14 shows the crane assembly. Crews attach the crane to the central

core before packaging the structure for shipping. The pre-assembled central core and

attached crane rest inside the deflated shell. For assembly, the crew uses cranes already on

the lunar surface to hold the core in place [12]. The shell of the habitat is then inflated and

assembly of the internal structures begins. By having a pre-assembled core, this assembly

method reduces assembly time on the moon. The crane enhances the assemblability of the

structure because it handles various size and weight members, and supports members

during connection. After completion of habitat construction, the crane can be used for

other purposes within the habitat. Disadvantages to the crane system include the size and

weight of the crane assembly. Because the crane rests on the central core columns, the
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columns must be larger in order to support the weight of the crane and the horizontal

supports. Finally, size limitations within the sphere limit mobility of the crane.

Central

Core
" Horizontal "-

Movement I

Crane

Vertical
Movement

Figure 14. Cranes provide vertical, horizontal, and radial motion.

2.3.2 Pulley-Rail System

Like the crane, the pulley-rail system attaches to the central core of the habitat. The

pulleys run on a rail system which extends radially from the core toward the inflatable

shell. Several circular rails enable the pulleys to move outward to various diameters.

Figure 15 shows the configuration of the rail system. To aid in lifting and positioning

members during assembly, crew members place the motorized pulley along the rails in

various positions. The entire rail system moves vertically along the central core.

Advantages of the pulley system include simplicity and versatility of the mechanism and

reduced assembly time. Upon completion of assembly, the pulleys can be used for other
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An advantageof thepulley systemover thecraneis the lighter weight of the

Onedisadvantageof thepulley systemis thecomplexity of constructingtherail

The systemis too largeto beconnectedto thecentralcore beforeshipping, so

crewsmustassemblethesystemon themoon.
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Figure 15. Pulley-rail system attached to the central core.

2.3.3 Elevators

An elevator, located in the central core, enable crew members to transport materials

vertically within the structure. Figure 16 shows the location of the elevator. This system

4.-
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requirestheuseof onecontinuouscentralcoreto supporttheelevator. After assemblyof

thehabitat,theelevatorcantransportthecrewmembersbetweenfloors. An advantageof

elevatorsis that theycanbeassembledinside thecorebeforetransportation.Unlike the

crane or pulley-rail system,the elevator fits within the central core. Crews on earth

completeelevator assemblybefore shipping the equipment to the moon. One major

disadvantageto using elevatorsis spacelimitations. Transportingstructural members

betweenfloors requiresthemembersto fit insidetheelevators. Anotherdisadvantageof

the elevatorsis that theydo notprovidesupportfor membersduring assembly.The final

disadvantageto elevators is the lack of mobility. Members can only be transported

vertically within the central core, so the crew must transport structural members

horizontallyinsidethehabitat.

Central
Core

Elevator

[_ _]

I Vertical
Movement

Figure 16. Elevators mounted inside the central core.
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2.3.4 Conveyor Belt

In this assemblymethod, a conveyor belt attachesto the airlock to aid in

transportingmaterialto thevariouslevelsof thehabitat.Figure17showstheconveyorbelt

assembly.As crewscompleteconstructionof variouslevels,theymovetheconveyorup to

thenext level. Theconveyorbelt offerstheadvantageof not requiringabulky, continuous

centralcore. Also, after completingconstruction,crewscanremovetheconveyorbelt to

useit for otherpurposes.Thereareseveraldisadvantagesto usinga conveyorbelt. The

conveyor is too largeto fit within a pre-assembledcorefor transportation.Installing the

conveyorbelt afterhabitatinflation increasesassemblytime. Crewscannotmovematerials

completelyacrossthehabitatbecauseof thespacelimitations. Theconveyorbelt doesnot

fit acrosstheentiresphere,socrewsmustmovestructuralmembersmanuallyafterentrance

throughtheairlock.
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Figure 17. Conveyor belt used for transporting materials.

2.4 Materials

To choose alternate materials for the support structures, the team focused on several

criteria. The main criteria include strength-to-density ratios, compressive strength, tensile

strength, density, and coefficient of thermal expansion. Because the inflatable shell

provides protection for the completed structure, radiation effects and atmospheric effects

were not concerns for material selection. The materials chosen for consideration were

aluminum alloys, titanium alloys, and reinforced polymer composites. Because structural

steel is one of the most commonly used metals for terrestrial structures, the team used its
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propertiesasa basisfor comparison.Figures 18through22 showcomparisonsbetween

propertiesof thealternatematerials.

2.4.1 Aluminum Alloys

Aluminum alloysarepopularin spaceapplicationsfor severalreasons.The major

reasonfor their popularity is the high strength-to-densityratio comparedto other metal

alloys. The densityof aluminumcanbeaslittle as 1/3thedensityof structuralsteel[7].

Manufacturersof aluminumincreasethe strength-to-densityratio of themetal by adding

lithium. The substitutionalatomsof lithium increasethestrengthanddecreasethedensity

of thealuminumalloy structure.Addingaslittle as 1percentlithium decreasesthedensity

of themetalby 6 percent[8]. Otherreasonsfor thepopularityof aluminumalloys include

lowercost,bettermachinability,andbetterweldability thanstructuralsteel.Heat treatable

alloys are useful in structural applications becausethey have good manufacturing

characteristics. The alloys chosenfor alternateswere the 2XXX, 6XXX, and 7XXX

seriesaluminums.

2.4.1.1 2XXX Series. Becausethey are high strength alloys, the 2XXX

seriesaluminumsaregoodcandidatesfor structuralapplications. Yield strengthsof the

2XXX seriesaluminumsrangefrom 70 to 455 MPa [8]. Heat treatable2XXX series

aluminumsinclude 2011,2014,2017,2018,and2024alloys. The teamdid not consider

the2024aluminum asa candidatematerialbecause,comparedto theother2XXX series

aluminums, it haspoor formability and weldability [8]. Although copper is the main

alloying elementin 2XXX seriesaluminums,otherelementscanbe addedto alter the

propertiesof the metal. Other alloying elementsinclude lithium, manganese,nickel,

titanium,andchromium.
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2.4.1.2 6XXX Series. Although the 6XXX series aluminums are medium

strengthalloys, they haveotherqualities that make themgoodcandidatesfor structural

applications.Strengthsof the6XXX seriesrangefrom 50 to 380MPa [8]. Heat treatable

alloys in the 6XXX series include 6061, 6062, 6063, and 6151 alloys. The 6061 and

6063 alloys have better weldability and formability than the 2XXX series aluminums.

Magnesium and silicon are the main alloying elements for the 6XXX series. These

alloying elements increase the castability and strength of materials.

2.4.1.3 7XXX Series. The 7XXX series aluminums are high strength alloys.

The yield strengths range from 95 to 625 MPa [8]. Heat treatable alloys include 7075,

7079, and 7178 alloys. The team only considered the 7075 and 7178 alloys as candidates

because the weldability and formability of the 7079 alloy is lower [8]. The main alloying

element in the 7XXX series aluminums is zinc, which is a well known element for solid

solution strengthening of materials.

2.4.2 Titanium

Like aluminum, titanium is a popular metal for space applications. There are

several reasons for the popularity of titanium. Titanium alloys are available with densities

as low as 1/2 the density of structural steel [8]. High specific strengths and fatigue

resistance compared to steels are other factors adding to titanium's popularity.

There are five grades of titanium alloys. As with most materials, there are trade-

offs between the mechanical properties of the alloys. For the best formability and ductility,

grades 1 and 2 should be used [8]. Grades 3 through 5 have higher tensile and yield

strengths, but lower formability and ductility. Grade 4 has the highest hardness with yield

strength of 482 MPa. Although titanium alloys have higher strength and ductility than the

aluminum alloys, their weldability is lower. Titanium and its alloys cannot be welded in

air. The metals must be welded in a vacuum or inert gas [7]. Adding elements such as
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aluminum and vanadium increasesthe weldability and strengthof somealloys. Like

aluminum,thecostof titaniumis higherthanthatof structuralsteel.Another disadvantage

of titanium is that coatings must be used to provide wear resistance.

2.4.3 Reinforced Polymer Composites (RPC)

In the past decade, research of polymer composites has steadily increased. There

are many new materials available for use today. Recent commercial interest in fiber

reinforced polymers for structural applications led the team to investigate fiber reinforced

composites with high strength-to-density ratios [9]. The materials found to have the

highest strength-to-density ratios were carbon fiber reinforced polymers, glass reinforced

polymers, and aramid fiber reinforced composites. Composites with densities as low as

3/5 the density of structural steel are commercially available [9].

In fiber reinforced polymers, the fibers are the load-carrying members [10]. The

surrounding matrix holds the fibers in place and acts as a load transfer medium between the

fibers and other structural supports. Other functions of the matrix include protection of the

fibers from damage due to elevated temperatures and humidity [10]. Manufacturers of fiber

reinforced polymers control the mechanical properties of the material through the stacking

process. Stacking layers of the thin fibers gives the composites a lamellar structure.

Mechanical properties of the materials vary according to the number and orientation of the

layers. Composites with specific strengths up to six times greater than that of structural

steel are possible [9].

Many polymer matrices exist for commercial use in fiber reinforced composites.

Among the popular matrix materials are epoxy resins, polyesters, and polyether etherketone

(PEEK). For applications where high strength, stiffness, and toughness is required, epoxy

resins are preferred over polyesters [9]. Thermosetting epoxies containing carbon or

aramid fibers provide a higher range of operating temperatures than the thermoplastic
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PEEK[15]. Carbonandaramidfiber reinforcedepoxiesaregainingincreasingrecognition

asmaterialsfor aerospaceapplications[15]. For thisreason,theteamchoseto investigate

fiber reinforcedepoxymatrices.

2.4.3.1 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP). Carbon fibers

offer the highest strength of all reinforcing fibers [9]. The fibers do not suffer from stress

corrosion or rupture failures at room temperature. Compared to other reinforcing fibers,

carbon fibers offer outstanding high temperature strength. Starting materials for carbon

fibers include rayon and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [9]. For higher temperature service and

higher strengths, the PAN provides better characteristics. Although the matrix in which the

fibers are placed may be affected, carbon fibers are not affected by moisture, atmosphere,

solvents, bases, or acids at room temperature [9]. The most common method of shipping

carbon fibers is to place them in an epoxy environment [9]. Placing the fibers in epoxy

provides abrasion resistance during handling and also provides an epoxy matrix compatible

surface. To use other polymer matrices, special treatments must be used. Because of the

compatibility of PAN produced carbon fibers with epoxy resins, the properties of these

materials were used in Figures 18 through 22 for material property comparisons.

2.4.3.2 Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymers (GFRP). Glass fibers,

produced from silica and the silicates, exhibit bulk glass properties. These properties

include strength, flexibility, lightness of weight, and processability [9]. Compared to

unreinforced polymers, glass reinforced polymers exhibit high stiffness, strength, and

toughness. The glass reinforcement also provides dimensional stability. Because the glass

fibers use organic binders or coatings, the presence of radiation is an important design

concern. Commonly used organic coatings are readily degraded by all kinds of

radiation [9].
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The three main types of glass fibers used for polymer reinforcement are E-glass,

C-glass, and S-glass fibers. For applications requiring strength and electrical resistivity,

E-glass fibers are preferred. C-glass provides good characteristics in composites that

contain acidic materials. When the application requires high tensile strength, S-glass fibers

are preferred [8]. Because S-glass fibers provide the highest strength, the team chose S-

glass as an alternate. Figures 18 through 22 compare the properties of S-glass fibers to the

aramid fibers, carbon fibers, and metals.

2.4.3.3 Aramid Fiber Reinforced Polymers. All aramid fibers are

variations of poly para-phenyleneterephthalamide. They are thermoplastic polymers that,

upon heating, decompose before reaching their melting points [9]. The manufacturing

processes for aramid fibers are complex and involve aggressive chemical species. Aramid

fibers exhibit better qualities than the S-glass fibers for high tensile strength applications.

Although the aramids exhibit high tensile strengths, the compressive strengths are

considerably lower than those of the carbon fibers. Unlike the carbon fibers, aramids

absorb moisture and show poor adhesion to metals. Compared to the glass fibers, aramid

fibers show higher strength, lower density, and higher toughness. The most widely used

aramid fiber for structural applications is the DuPont trademark material, Kevlar 49 [9].

For this reason, the team chose to use Kevlar 49 properties for material comparisons.
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Figure 18. Comparison of material densities.
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Figure 19. Comparison of material tensile strengths.
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Figure 20. Comparison of material tensile strength-to-density ratios.
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Figure 21. Comparison of material compressive strengths.
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Figure 22. Comparison of material coefficient of thermal expansion.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY

After completing the alternate designs, the team determined the feasibility of each

alternate. Employing decision matrices allowed for comparison of the alternates in an

organized and logical fashion. The decision matrices use the design criteria as a basis for

comparing alternate designs. Appendix A contains the decision matrices for each of the

alternate components and an explanation of the comparison method. Using the method of

pairs, the team determined design consideration weighting factors by comparing each of the

design considerations. After determining the weighting factors, the team rated each of the

alternates according to how well the alternate fulfilled the design considerations.

Qualitative as well as quantitative factors aided in the rating process. Table I-A in

Appendix A shows the rating scale. Numerical rankings calculated from the weighting

factors, and ratings for each alternate provided a basis for comparing the alternates.

Table I gives a summary of the decision matrix results. Fiber reinforced

composites ranked the highest of the materials alternates. The composites provide the

highest compressive strengths and strength-to-density ratios. The highest ranked vertical

alternate was the truss system, shown in Figure 6. The truss system out ranked the other

alternates by minimizing the number of hard points, minimizing post assembly size, and

enhancing assemblability. In the horizontal support category, the expandable truss system,

with higher assemblability, smaller pre-assembly size, and fewer members was the highest

ranked.
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TableI

FeasibilityStudyResults

Materials

Alternate

AluminumAlloys

TitaniumAlloys

Fiber
Reinforced
Composites

Rating

64.7

66.9

85.0

VerticalSupports
Alternate Rating

Independent 44.73
Floors

Suspension 51.07
System

LunarLander 54.72
Supports

Multi-level
Support
Columns

Arches

64.40

71.32

77.96

HorizontalSupports
Alternate Rating

Truss/Floor 53.37

Box Girders 62.70

Beams 71.38

Trusses 73.39

Truss

Systems

Expandable 83.73
Truss
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

After completingthefeasibilitystudiesfor eachaltematecomponent,theteambegan

creating designsolutions. The support structuredesign solution includes expandable

trussesfor horizontalsupport,a trusssystemfor vertical support,andpins,nutsandbolts,

andwelds for connectingthe members. Propertiesof 7075T73 aluminum servedasa

basisfor structuraldesign. The assemblymethodallowscrews to constructthe habitat

without the use of EVA suits. This section explains the design solutions for each

componentand how the alternatecomponentsinteract to form the completedsupport

structure.

4.1 Preliminary Calculations

Before beginning the design of the support structures, the team performed various

preliminary calculations. Included in these calculations were area calculations for each

level, load calculations for each level, and size calculations for the piping and ventilation

systems. The team based the area calculations on a 16 m diameter sphere with a 2 m

diameter core. Subtracting 0.5 m from the diameter of each level allows clearance between

the support member joints and the inflatable shell. Appendix B1 contains the results of the

area calculations. After calculating the diameter of each level, the team determined

maximum lengths and heights for the horizontal truss supports. The truss heights on each

level depend on the truss length and spatial restrictions. To maximize available space

within the habitat, the team assumed a minimum of 1.8 m (7 feet) between levels. From

the spatial restrictions, the team determined the maximum truss heights per level.

Appendix C6 contains truss length and height calculations.
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After determiningthe trussheights,theteamcalculatedventilation duct sizesfor

eachlevel. Requiredduct sizesdecreaseasthe numberof ducts increases.In order to

determinethenumberof ductsrequiredper level, theteamassumedthat all ductsmustfit

within the samespaceas the horizontal trusses. Calculating duct sizes for various

combinationsof branchandsupplyductsallowedtheteamto determinethemaximumduct

sizes for each level. Becauserequiredpipe diametersare typically smaller than duct

dimensions,the team used the largest duct dimensionsfor each level as worst-case

dimensions.To fit all ventilationductswithin thesameareaasthetrusses,theteamused

threesupplyductsin thecentralcoreareaandfour branchductsper level. Appendix B4

summarizestheventilationcalculations.

During thedesignprocess,theteamfocusedonobtainingthemostefficient trussto

satisfy designrequirements.Efficient trussesare trussesthat minimize axial loadsand

support structural loads without buckling [19]. Load estimates,provided by NASA

engineers,servedasa basisfor trussforce calculations[1]. The largestestimatedload

servedasthemaximumloadfor theentirestructure.In orderto fulfill thedesigncriteria,

theteamincludeda safetyfactorof four in theloadestimates[2]. AppendixB2containsa

tableof the loadestimatesfor eachlevel. To maximizetrusssystemefficiency, thereare

severalguidelinesto follow. Minimizing thelengthandnumberof compressionmembers

reducesbucklingpossibilitiesandmaximizingtrussheightreducesaxial loads. Thereare

trade-offsto considerin maximizingtrussefficiency. Forexample,while increasingtruss

heightsto reduceaxial loads,designersloseavailablespacewithin thestructures[19]. In

choosingthefinal design,theteamconsideredthetrade-offsanddesignedthetrussto meet

therequireddesigncriteria.
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4.2 Horizontal Support Solution

After completing preliminary calculations, the team identified several horizontal

support design considerations. Design considerations included supporting structural loads,

limiting structure deflection, accommodating piping and ventilation systems, and satisfying

spatial requirements. The first step in the horizontal support design was to calculate the

loads on the eight radial members for each level. In order to calculate the forces on each

member, the team divided each level into eight sections. Each radial member carries 1/8 of

the total load on the level. From the area of each section and the force estimates per area,

the team determined the distributed force along each radial member. Because the area of the

sections increases as the distance from the core increases, the distributed loads are greatest

at the perimeter of each section. Appendix C1 contains the force calculations. The

calculations show that the distributed load on each member increases linearly as the distance

from the central core increases. Level three supports the largest loads: 24.13 kN/m

distributed load at the perimeter, and 731.2 kN on the entire level. The next step in the

design was calculating the external reaction forces on the radial members. As expected, the

team found that the reaction force at the point farthest from the core is the greatest. The

reaction forces at the core and perimeter of level three are 30.04 kN and 61.30 kN,

respectively. Appendix C2 contains calculations for the reaction forces.

The next step in the design process was to decide on a truss configuration. The two

configurations considered were cross trusses and triangle trusses. Figure 23 gives an

example of each truss configuration. Cross trusses have joints in the center and at the ends

of the web members. The triangular trusses only have joints at the ends of the web

members. Because the cross truss configuration adds joints, increasing the assembly time,

the team chose the triangular truss configuration. An additional reason for choosing the
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triangular trussesis theuncertaintyof the behaviorof thepin joints in thecrosstrusses.

Modelingthepinsasactingin pureshearmayintroduceerrorinto theanalysis.

CrossTrussSection

TriangleTrussSection

Figure 23. Cross truss and triangle truss sections.

Determining the applied loads and external forces acting on the radial members

allowed the team to calculate the forces acting on each truss member. A finite element

analysis program assisted in calculating the forces in each member. The input file included

values for the applied loads, the number of truss members, material properties, and truss

height. The program generated output for a truss fixed at both ends. Output included

forces, displacements, and stresses per unit area on each truss member. The team used the

maximum forces calculated from the program as a basis for designing the truss systems.

Level three trusses contained the maximum tensile and compressive forces. The maximum

II
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tensile force is 133 kN and the maximum compressive force is I 11 kN. Appendix C3

gives a summary of the maximum forces for each level. Finite element computer data,

provided to the sponsor in a separate report, shows forces for each truss member.

Performing force analysis on both compression and tension members allowed the

team to calculate the minimum required truss member diameters. To calculate the required

compressive truss member area, the team divided the largest compressive force in the

system by the yield stress of 7075 T73 aluminum. Setting the result equal to the area of a

hollow tube, and varying the outer diameter, allowed the team to determine possible inner

and outer diameter combinations. Buckling analysis, using Euter's equations, showed that

the minimum inner and outer diameters that support the critical load are 0.33 m and

0.0277 m, respectively. To allow for standard connections and packaging, the team chose

to set the outer diameters of the compressive and tensile members equal. Failure analysis

on a tension member with a 0.033 m outer diameter gives a minimum inner diameter of

0.0265 m to support the maximum tensile load. Appendix C4 contains the diameter

calculations.

After analyzing the eight radial members of the expandable truss system, the team

compared the feasibility of the arrangement to center connector arrangement shown in

Figure 10. The feasibility study showed that the eight radial member arrangement provides

several advantages over the center connector arrangement. Using eight radial members

with cross trusses reduces the number of members to be connected, enhancing

assemblability and lowering costs. The radial members support the same load as the center

connector sections without increasing the required truss member size. Because of these

advantages, the team chose the eight radial member configuration.

In addition to the eight radial members, cross members provide horizontal support

on each level. Expandable cross trusses, located at the center and perimeter of each level,

connect to the radial trusses to limit floor deflection. Material properties of the floor system
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anddeflectionlimitationsdictatethenumberof crossmembersrequired. For this design,

theteamassumedanaluminumplatefloor requiringonly two crossmemberspersection.

AppendixC5containscalculationsof crosstrusssizes.

4.3 Vertical Support Solution

Vertical supports consist of a truss system at the perimeter of each level, columns at

levels one and two, and a central core transferring forces to the external supports. The

team considered two perimeter truss system configurations. Triangular truss sections

compose the first configuration. At the top four levels of the habitat, vertical sections

connect to the horizontal sections to form triangles. In this design, the horizontal support

members are staggered so that the vertical support triangular sections align. With this

arrangement, the vertical supports transmit forces directly to the external supports.

Figure 24 shows the configuration of the triangular trusses. Rectangular sections, rather

than triangular truss sections, provide vertical support in the second configuration. Like

the triangular truss configuration, the vertical supports connect to the horizontal supports.

In this case, the trusses form rectangular sections rather than triangular sections. The

horizontal support members align above each other to provide support for the rectangular

sections. Figure 25 shows the rectangular truss configuration. In both the triangular and

rectangular configurations, columns provide support for the lower two levels of the habitat.

The columns, arranged in a circular pattern outside the habitat, connect directly to the

external supports. Hard points on the inflatable shell allow the columns to support the first

and second levels. Using columns to support the lower two levels eliminates the need for

inefficient angled support members.
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Figure 24. Triangular truss configuration.
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Figure 25. Rectangular truss configuration.

To compare the feasibility of the two configurations, the team considered eight

triangular and eight rectangular sections for each level. The first step in the comparison

was calculating the forces acting on the vertical supports. The reaction forces acting on the

horizontal members are the same forces exerted on the vertical members. Appendix C2

contains the calculations for the reaction forces. Loads carried by the vertical members

vary as the truss configuration varies. Because the triangular sections divide the loads
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between two members, each member carries half the load that a rectangular section member

carries. For this reason, the team compared two triangular section members to one

rectangular section member. The calculations show that, to carry the same load, both

members of the triangular section must be larger in diameter than one rectangular section

member. After computing the truss member diameters for each configuration, the team

calculated the masses of the sections. Triangular truss sections are three times more

massive than rectangular truss sections carrying the same loads. The triangular sections are

0.076 m outer diameter and 12.875 kg per member. Rectangular sections carrying the

same load are 0.069 m outer diameters and 8.112 kg per member. Appendix D1 contains

the force and mass calculations. As the mass of each section increases, the transportation

costs increase. In addition to the higher cost, the triangular truss configuration requires

more members, increasing the number of connections and the assembly time. For these

reasons, the team chose the rectangular perimeter truss configuration.

Calculations similar to those used for the horizontal supports allowed the team to

determine the required perimeter truss member sizes. Setting the reaction force at each level

equal to the critical load and performing buckling analysis gave the required areas for the

perimeter truss support members. Loads supported by the vertical members increase as the

distance from the top of the habitat increases. Because the lower levels support more

weight, the members requiring the maximum diameter are the columns supporting the

lower levels of the habitat. Buckling analysis, using Euler's equations, allowed the team to

determine required column diameters. The analysis showed that levels one and two require

the smallest and largest diameter columns, respectively. Level two column diameters are

0.0963 m and level one diameters are 0.032 m. In performing buckling analysis for the

perimeter truss members, the team assumed that all truss members were in compression.

In this case, the cables connecting the fifth level to the central columns support minimal

tensile loads. In the event of a failure, these members support loads until structural repair
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is complete. For this system,theouterdiametersof therectangulartrussmembersrange

from 0.045m to 0.065m. AppendixD2 containscalculationsandasummaryof perimeter

verticalsupportsizes.

At the centerof thehabitat, columns supportthe vertical loads. The columns,

arrangedin acircular pattern,transferloadsdirectly to the externalsupport. Eachradial

truss of the horizontal support systemconnectsto a column at the center. The team

consideredcircularandI-beamsectionsfor thecentralcolumnsupportsystem.Moment

andbucklinganalysisshowedthatrequiredI-beamsectionsizesandmassesarelessthan

requiredcircular sectionsizesandmasses.Becauseof spacelimitations within thecore,

theteamchoseI-beamsections.AppendixD3 showsthecomparativeanalysis.

4.4 Structural Connections Solutions

Structural connection solutions vary for each type of structural joint. To choose the

connections for each joint, the team considered the advantages and disadvantages of each

alternate connection for the particular loading application. The major joint locations are in

the expandable trusses and between the expandable trusses and the vertical supports. Pins

connect the expandable truss sections to each other; nuts, bolts and welds connect the

expandable trusses to the central I-beams; and knuckle-type joints connect the expandable

trusses to the vertical perimeter trusses. This section describes each of the connection

solutions.

4.4.1 Horizontal Connections

Each triangular section of the horizontal expandable truss contains four pin joints to

allow for collapse and expansion. Figure 26 shows the expansion and collapse of the truss

sections. In order for the truss to collapse, the horizontal members fold vertically. Pin
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joints in themembersallow thebottommembersto fold downwardwhile thetopmembers

fold upward. Jointsat theverticesof eachtriangularsectionallow thesectionsto collapse

in toward the central corearea. When the trussexpands,sleevesover the joints in the

horizontal compression members move along the member, away from the joint.

AppendixG1containsmoredetailedfiguresof thepinconnections.

VerticalMovement

t

Horizontal _ Horizontal

Movement "v Movement

Vertical Movement

Figure 26. Motion of the expandable truss.

4.4.2 Vertical Connections

Each radial truss member connects to an I-beam in the central core area. A pin

connects the lower truss member, closest to the beam, to a flange. Bolts connect the 90

degree flange to an I-beam. The last member at the top of the truss also connects to the I-

beam. Bolts connect a plate, welded to the end of the truss member, to the I-beam.

Figure 27 shows a possible configuration for the connections.
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Horizontal Expandable Truss "-7

Nut and Bolt Connections jff/

Pin Connection

Nut and Bolt Connections

I-beam Column

Figure 27. Connections from the horizontal trusses to the I-beams.

At the perimeter of each level, the vertical truss members connect to other vertical

truss members and to the radial horizontal trusses. These connections rigidly attach the

truss members in a branched geometry. Each joint consists of three metal tubes to join the

members. The tubes connect together at various angles to support the vertical truss

members. Appendix G 1 contains vertical truss connection drawings.
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4.5 Structural Support Mass Estimates

To provide a basis for future cost estimates, the team calculated the mass of the

structural support system. Multiplying the density of 7075 T73 aluminum by the volume

of each member allowed the team to estimate the mass of each member. Mass estimates for

the horizontal supports included the radial truss members and the cross trusses. Vertical

mass estimates include the external columns supporting levels one and two, the central core

I-bealr_.;, and the perimeter truss members. Total mass estimates for the horizontal and

vertical supports are 1,683 kg and 5,104 kg, respectively. Appendix E1 contains mass

calculations for the horizontal and vertical support members of each level.

4.6 Assembly Method Solution

After completing the horizontal support, vertical support, and structural connection

solutions, the team developed an assembly plan for constructing the structure. The primary

considerations for the assembly plan were minimizing assembly time and maximizing

safety. In developing the assembly plan, the team made several assumptions. First, the

team assumed that cranes are available on the moon's surface for use in erecting the central

core columns. The second assumption was that the shuttle will transport structural

materials into space and interact with other vehicles to place the materials on the moon. In

addition, the team assumed that the shuttle cargo bay dictates the size of all structural

materials packaging. Finally, the team assumed that habitat construction will be completed

by human power. In order for humans to assemble the habitat, the team assumed that

walking on the inflated shell would not cause structural damage. Assembly of the

structures involves several stages including pre-assembling parts, shipping, preparation
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and arrival, and support structureassembly. This sectiondiscusseseachstageof the

assemblyprocess.AppendixF1 containsschematicsof variousassemblysteps.

|

|

4.6.1 Pre-assembly Stage

The fin:st stage in the assembly process is pre-assembling parts. During this stage

of the assembly, terrestrial crews assemble several components of the structure before

packing the structural materials into the transportation vehicle. Expandable truss cross

members from the horizontal supports connect the eight pre-assembled central columns

rigidly together. The connected columns form a 15 m tall circular arrangement, 2 m in

diameter. Eight radial members used for horizontal support connect rigidly to the central

columns. Each of the radial members is an expandable truss, collapsed toward the central

columns for shipping. FIoor sections stack together between the collapsed trusses. To

provide a foundation for crews to build the smacture, a 4.5 m diameter platform attaches to

the bottom of the central columns. A turnbuckle attaches to the top of the I-beams to aid in

assembly of the top level of the habitat. Packed within the core of the inflatable structure

are vertical support truss members, ladders for transportation between levels, structural

connections, and equipment required for assembly. To minimize volume, the entire pre-

assembled structure fits within the deflated habitat shell. Placing a protective covering

tightly around the collapsed structure protects the inflatable shell from damage. After

completion of pre-assembly, crews load the structure in the shuttle for transportation.

Appendix F1 contains a schematic of the pre-assembled structure.

4.6.2 Preparation and Arrival Stage

Preparation and arrival is the second stage in the assembly process. When the

inflatable structure arrives on the moon, cranes hold the central columns upright while
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crewsconnectthecolumns,throughhardpoints,to theexternalsupports.After connection

of thecentralcolumnsis complete,connectionof thesecondfloor columnsbegins.These

columnsattachto theexternalfoundationandcontacttheinflatableathardpointslocatedon

the secondlevel. The next step in this stageis placing andconnectingairlocks to the

structure.Oncetheairlocksareconnectedto thestructure,inflation of thehabitatbegins.

When thehabitatis fully inflated,excavationcrewsplacetheregolith radiationshielding

over structure. Air pressureinside thehabitatallowscrewmembersto work without the

protectionof theEVA suits. Becausecrewswork without the suits,their mobility is not

inhibitedandassemblytimeis minimized.A ropeladder,connectedto theairlock,extends

down to thepre-assembledplatformallowingcrewmembersto descendto thefirst level.

Once the crew membersreachthe bottom of the structure,unpackingof the structural

materialsbegins.

4.6.3 Support Structure Assembly Stage

The third stage is support structure assembly. Assembly equipment packed within

the central core includes a lifting mechanism. Wheels provide horizontal movement for the

mechanism, while a scissor system provides vertical movement. During assembly, crew

members may stand on a platform mounted atop the lifting mechanism. Figure 28 shows

the lifting mechanism. To assemble the support structures, crews first expand the

horizontal truss members, as described in section 4.4.1. Construction of the first and

second levels of the habitat follows the same procedure. Beginning on the first level,

crews expand and lock the radial trusses, connecting each to the vertical support columns

upon expansion. Expansion and connection of the cross trusses follows connection of the

vertical supports. Construction of the third and fourth levels follows a slightly different

procedure. Like construction of the first two levels, construction of these levels involves

expanding the horizontal trusses. Again, cross trusses are placed at the perimeter of each
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level and at variousdistancesfrom thecentralcolumns. In the caseof levels threeand

four,horizontaltrussesexpandandconnectto vertical trussmembers.Constructionof the

fifth floor of thehabitatproceedsin thesamefashion,with crewsexpandingthehorizontal

trussesand connectingthem to the vertical supportson the fourth level. The supports

connectingto the top of the central columnsarecablesrather than trussmembers. A

turnbuckle,installedatthetopof thecentralcorearrangement,tightensthecablesuntil they

supportminimal load. In theeventof failure,thecablessupportadditionalloadsto prevent

catastrophicfailureuntil repairon thestructureiscomplete.
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Figure 28. Lifting mechanism for assembly.

4.7 Materials Solution

From the feasibility study, the team concluded that the most feasible material

alternate was carbon fiber reinforced epoxy (CFRE). CFRE exhibits the highest overall
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strength of all fiber reinforced polymers [9]. The tensile strength of CFRE is higher than

either aluminum or titanium. In addition to the higher strengths, CFRE has a lower density

and lower coefficient of thermal expansion than the metal alternates. Although the CFRE

has a lower compressive strength than the titanium, the advantages in density and tensile

strength-to-density led the team to rank CFRE over titanium.

Use of fiber reinforced polymers, particularly CFRE, for structural purposes is still

in the experimental stages. Because CFRE is not widely used in structural applications, the

team decided to base all structural calculations on one of the metal alternates. The decision

matrix shows that the team ranked the two metals alternates closely. In order to choose

between the metals, the team reconsidered the advantages and disadvantages of each metal.

Two conditions led the team to choose aluminum over titanium. First, titanium has a lower

wear resistance than aluminum. In order to use titanium in structural application, the

material must be coated with a wear resistant material, such as Teflon. Coating the titanium

with Teflon increases the manufacturing costs of the material. Second, aluminum is widely

used in space applications. Because aluminum is currently used in space vehicles and

structures, the material has been proven to work in space.

After choosing aluminum as the most feasible material for design, the team chose a

specific aluminum for use. The two most commonly used aluminums in structural

applications are 2219 and 7075. Because the densities of the two aluminums are the same,

the deciding criterion was strength. Based on the strength criterion, the team chose 7075.

Caution should be used in applications where 7075 aluminum undergoes either residual or

applied, sustained tensile stresses. The stresses on the aluminum weaken the material and

may cause failure. In these cases, T73 tempers should be considered [18]. Although the

tensile strength of the T73 tempered material is lower than other tempers, the team chose

the temper because of the reduced risk of failure. The team based all calculations for the
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structural supportson the propertiesof the 7075 T73 aluminum. Table II gives the

propertiesof thematerial.

TableII

Propertiesof Aluminum7075T73

Density 2.80Mg / m 3 at 20 degrees Celsius

Coefficient 24.3 x 10 "6 m/m. K average

of Thermal for temperature ranges 20-200 degrees
Expansion Celsius

503 MPaTensile

Strength
Yield

Strength

Modulus

of Elasticity

434 MPa

Tension 71.0 GPa

Compression 72.4 GPa

Shear 26.9 GPa
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the design process, the team considered several support structure

configurations. Included in the vertical alternates were arches, lunar lander supports, a

suspension system, a truss system, and columns. Horizontal alternates included beams,

trusses, expandable trusses, floor/truss systems, and box girders. After performing

feasibility studies on each alternate, the team concluded that the truss system and

expandable trusses were the most feasible candidates for conceptual design. The truss

systems allowed the team to meet, or exceed, the design criteria identified in the initial

stages of the design. Trusses minimize the mass of the structure, limit floor deflections,

and accommodate piping and ventilation systems. Designing the systems with expandable

trusses and locking pin connections allowed the team to limit assembly time by reducing the

complexity and number of connections.

Although the design solution meets the initial design requirements, the team

recommends further research in several areas. Use of fiber reinforced polymers for

structural support may allow future designers to decrease the mass of the structure. The

high strength of the polymer composites may also allow for smaller support members. If

smaller members can be used to support the same load, the polymer composites may

provide enough space for members to support the weight of the radiation shielding regolith.

Another area that deserves further consideration is the possibility of automated

assembly. Although the team designed the connections for limiting assembly time,

automation may further reduce the time. Future designers may employ robotics or

mechanized expandable trusses. If designers chose to research robotics, the assembly

methods should be tested for influences of lower than earth gravity. Also, if robotics were
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employedfor assembly,concernsaboutradiationandatmosphericeffectsduringassembly

wouldnot beaconcernto humans.

Researchinto thebehaviorof pin joints andtheexpandabletrusssystemsshould

alsobeconducted. The pin joints with protectivesleevesshouldbe researchedfurther.

Futuredesignersmayconsidermilling groovesor notchesinto thejoints to lock thetruss

membersin place. Also, modelingthe systemwith fixed connections,rather than pin

joints, betweenthetrussmembers.Designingthejoints asfixedconnectionsmayincrease

thestrengthanddecreasethedeflectionof thehorizontalsupportmembers.

Possibilitiesof adaptingthehabitatto variousgeometriesandenvironmentsshould

be consideredin future designs. Other geometriesto consider include horizontal and

vertical cylindrical habitats. Adapting the structure to various environments requires

research of atmospheric conditions and radiation. For example, to adapt the structure to the

Martian environment, designers must consider dynamic wind loads.

Finally, the team recommends building a mock-up of the entire assembly. During

construction of the mock-up, various assembly methods can be tested. The structure can

then be tested under static and dynamic loading conditions. Construction of the structure

also serves as a demonstration of spatial and equipment layout concept feasibility.
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APPENDIX A

DECISION MATRIX METHOD

Decision matrices aided the team in selecting the most feasible candidates for conceptual

design. The first step the team completed in using the decision matrices was identifying the

design parameters. Each alternate component has different design parameters, as indicated

in the decision matrices. After identifying the design parameters, the team assigned

weighting factors to each parameter. A method of pairs allowed the team to complete this

task. During the method of pairs, the team compared two parameters and assigned a tally

mark to the parameter considered more important. This process continued until all

parameters had been compared. Upon completion of the comparison, tally marks for each

parameter were summed and divided by the total number of tally marks. The result of this

calculation is the weighting factor for the parameter. After determining the weighting

factors, the team rated each alternate according to the scale shown in Table I-A. To

determine the rank of each alternate, the team multiplied the rating by the weighting factor

for each parameter and summed the products. For example, the design parameters for the

vertical supports include assemblability, size (pre-assembly), size (post-assembly),

adaptability, number of members, number of hard points, and structural independence.

The weighting factor for assemblability is 0.138. For the same parameter, the lunar lander

support alternate rating is 15. Multiplying these numbers gave the rank of the lunar lander

supports for assemblability, 2.07. Summing the lunar lander rankings for each parameter

gave the overall rating for the alternate, 54.72.
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TableI-A

RatingScalefor DecisionMatrices

Rating Description

100 Satisfiesalldesigncriteria
90 Satisfiesmostdesigncriteria

Satisfiesemphasizeddesigncriteria80

70 Satisfiesmostemphasizeddesigncriteria

60 Satisfiessomeemphasized/ all secondary

50 Acceptable

40 Satisfies some emphasized / most secondary

30 Satisfies only secondary design criteria

20 Satisfies most secondary design criterion

10 Unacceptable
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APPENDIX B1

AREA CALCULATIONS FOR EACH LEVEL
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APPENDIX B2

FORCE ESTIMATES FOR EACH LEVEL

Table I-B shown below gives force estimates for each level of the habitat as given

in NASA's 90-Day Study [ 1]. The team assumed worst-case loading of 125 psf

for each level. Table II-B shows the distributed loads the team calculated for each

level.

|
!

!
|

!k
I

!

!
|
=
|
=
l

| :
I

Level

1

2

3

4

5

All

Roof

Table I-B

Load Estimates For Each Level [ 1]

Earth Load Earth Load Moon Load Moon Load With SF=4

(ps_ (lbs) (lbs) (kn) (kn)

50-60 55,500 9,250 41 164

40-125 170,100 28,350 126 504

60-125 187,700 31,283 139 556

60-125 194,800 32,467 144 576

50-100 136,000 22,667 101 404

744,100 124,017 552 2208

Regolith Shielding 77,344 344 1376

B3



Table II-B

Load Estimates Per Level

Force moon load (kN)Level

1 83.3 333.2

2 152.6 611.2

3 182.8 731.2

4 170.9 683.6

5 117.4 469.7

Force moon load (kN)

inluding safety factor of 4
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APPENDIX B3

CALCULATION TO DETERMINE NUMBER

OF RADIAL MEMBERS
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APPENDIX B4

VENTILATION CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX C1

DISTRIBUTED LOAD CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX C2

REACTION FORCE CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX C3

SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM FORCES

The table shown below gives a summary of the maximum forces in
the compressive and tensile truss members on each level. A complete
set of data, provided to the sponsor in a separate report, gives a list
of the forces in each member.

Level

Maximum

Compressive
Force (kN)

Maximuln

Tensile

Force (kN)

1 22.0 29.5

2 75.4 57.7

3 111.0 133.0

4 82.8 102.0

5 45.0 57.3
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APPENDIX C4

HORIZONTAL MEMBER SIZE CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX C5

CROSS TRUSS MEMBER SIZE CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX C6

TRUSS LENGTH AND HEIGHT CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX D1

VERTICAL TRUSS FORCE AND MASS CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX D2

PERIMETER TRUSS SIZE CALCULATIONS
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APPENDIX D3

I-BEAM AND CIRCULAR COLUMN COMPARISON
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APPENDIX E1

STRUCTURAL MEMBER MASS ESTIMATES
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APPENDIX F1

ASSEMBLY SCHEMATICS
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APPENDIX G1

EXPANDABLE TRUSS ASSEMBLY
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